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Thorough investigation on the high-temperature
polymorphism of dipentyl-perylenediimide:
thermal expansion vs. polymorphic transition†

Francesco Marin,a Serena Tombolesi,a Tommaso Salzillo, *b Omer Yaffe b and
Lucia Maini *a

N,N0-Dipentyl-3,4,9,10-perylendiimide (PDI-C5) is an organic semiconducting material which has been

extensively investigated as model compound for its optoelectronic properties. It is known to be highly

thermally stable, that it exhibits solid-state transitions with temperature and that thermal treatments lead

to an improvement in its performance in devices. Here we report a full thermal characterization of

PDI-C5 by combination of differential scanning calorimetry, variable temperature X-ray diffraction, hot

stage microscopy, and variable temperature Raman spectroscopy. We identified two high temperature

polymorphs, form II and form III, which form respectively at 112 1C and at 221 1C and we determined

their crystal structure from powder data. Form II is completely reversible upon cooling with low

hysteresis, while form III revealed a different thermal behaviour upon cooling depending on the

technique and crystal size. The crystal structure features of the different polymorphs are discussed and

compared, and we looked into the role of the perylene core and alkyl chains during solid-state

transitions. The thermal expansion principal axis of PDI-C5 crystal forms is reported showing that all the

reported forms possess negative thermal expansion (X1) and large positive thermal expansion (X3) which

are correlated to thermal behaviour observed.

Introduction

Polymorphism, the ability of a compound to crystallize in more
than one crystal structure, is a well-known natural pheno-
menon common to both inorganic and organic materials.
As the crystalline structure has a major impact on the solid-
state properties of materials, understanding and controlling
crystal polymorphism is a long-standing challenge relevant to
many fields and applications such as pharmaceuticals, pigments,
organic semiconductors, etc.1–5 In the case of organic semiconduc-
tors (OSCs), controlling the polymorphism is fundamental since
small changes in the molecular packing can lead to dramatic
variations in their optoelectronic and charge-transport properties.
Consequently, efforts have been made to control molecular
packing for improving charge-transport and photophysical pro-
perties of OSCs via chemical functionalization and modifications,

via control of the crystallization process, and via post-deposition
processing.6–11

Among the OSCs, perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxydiimides,
also known as perylene diimides (PDIs), are a well-known
family of promising n-type materials because of their high
electron affinity, low LUMO energies and good charge transport
properties. Furthermore, PDIs are characterized by excellent
chemical, thermal, photo stability and good air stability
together with strong absorption in the visible region and high
photoemission. The combination of these properties makes
PDIs promising candidates for several applications such as
organic field effect transistors (OFETs),12–16 organic solar
cells,17,18 laser dye,19,20 pigments,21,22 etc. Recently PDIs are
also studied for low-temperature thermoelectric generator
applications.23,24

Thanks to their planar structure and peripherally rich oxy-
gen atoms, PDIs favor p–p stacking between molecules, which
creates a basis of well-defined growth.25,26 Nevertheless, sub-
stitution can make significant effect on the solubility, optical
and electrochemical properties, crystal packing and structural
morphology. Despite the numerous studies and investigation
on PDI derivatives, less is known about their polymorphic
behaviour, which comprises numerous thermally induced
solid-state transitions.27–30
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It is well known that thermal treatment such as thermal
annealing, can be effective in case of PDIs since can dramatically
improve crystallinity and performance in devices. Furthermore,
their excellent thermal stability allows thermal treatment to be
performed even above 200 1C. The improvement in performance
is a consequence of molecular rearrangement induced by
temperature, which gives more energy to the molecules to
migrate. Nevertheless, considering the high temperature at
which annealing can be performed in case of PDIs, in some
cases also thermally induced solid-state transition can occur
and must be considered.31–36

In search to rationalize what changes take place during such
thermally induced polymorphic transition, in this paper we
present a combined study on the polymorphism of N,N0-dipentyl-
3,4,9,10-perylenediimides (hereafter abbreviated as PDI-C5) with
temperature. This material is a widely studied and commercially
available PDI, substituted with a linear pentyl alkyl chain at the
imide position and without substitution at the perylene core. The
crystals of PDI-C5 appears as dark red coloured and its structure,
of the commercial form, was previously reported by Hädicke et al.
(CSD refcode: DICMUX).37 Thermal analysis on PDI-C5 high-
lighted the presence of two solid-state transitions,36 however their
characteristics were not previously investigated in detail and the
different phase names were not assigned, hence, from here on
out crystal phase of the starting material will be called form I.
We investigated the high temperature polymorphs (form II
and III) of PDI-C5 via variable temperature X-ray diffraction from
synchrotron radiation and Raman spectroscopy; we solved the
structure of form II and form III of PDI-C5 from a synergic
approach combining synchrotron powder data and Raman
spectroscopy. Moreover, by solvothermal crystallization we
obtained a p-xylene solvate form, whose structure was solved
by single crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD). Furthermore, in this
paper the thermal expansion of the different crystal forms is
investigated and a comparison between the crystal structures is
discussed in detail to give insight on what kind of transforma-
tion are brought by transitions in the crystals.

Results and discussion

Several crystallization methods from solution (solvent evaporation,
triple layer crystallization, solvothermal processes, fast preci-
pitation) were used to obtain different crystal forms of PDI-C5

and good crystals for single crystal X-ray diffraction measurements.
Out of these methods, solvothermal crystallization resulted
the most effective one to produce single crystals, also because of
the poor solubility of PDI-C5 (less than 1 mg mL�1 in the used
solvents) which hindered the efficiency of the other methods.
Almost all these crystallizations resulted in the formation of form
I (Fig. 1a and b), aside for solvothermal crystallization in toluene
and in p-xylene which resulted in the formation of solvate forms.
Only the crystals obtained in p-xylene were good enough for a full
data collection, while for crystals obtained in toluene solvate it was
only possible to determine the unit cell parameters which are
isomorphous to the p-xylene solvate.

For the sake of clarity, first are presented and compared all
the crystal structures in this work and then their behaviour with
temperature is discussed.

Crystal structure of PDI-C5-pXy and PDI-C5-tol

The p-xylene solvate crystal structure was solved from SCXRD at
200 K. The crystal structure of pXy-PDI-C5 (Fig. 1c and d) is
triclinic, space group P%1, with the molecule lying on an inver-
sion centre, and hence half molecule in the asymmetric unit
(Z0 = 0.5). The perylene core of the molecule is planar, while the
alkyl chains are straightened out almost perpendicular to
the perylene plane and are in trans configuration (due to the
inversion centre). The PDI molecules are arranged one above
the other connected via p–p interactions, forming columns along
the unit cell a-axis. Neighbouring columns of PDI molecules are
then linked together through p-stacking and weak C–H� � �O inter-
actions. It was not possible to model the position of the solvent
molecules, because they are disordered inside channels parallel to
the a-axis in the alkyl chain region. The volume of the voids in the
structure (106 Å3, corresponding to 14.5% of the unit cell volume,
using a 1.2 Å probe radius) is smaller than the expected volume
for one toluene molecule in the crystal (160 Å3), indicating
a stoichiometry lower than 1 : 1. 1H-NMR of PDI-C5-pXy and

Fig. 1 Crystal structure of PDI-C5 (a) form I; (b) form I viewed along
a-axis; (c) solvate form; (d) solvate form viewed along a-axis; (e) form II;
(f) form II viewed along a-axis; (g) form III; (h) form III viewed along b-axis.
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PDI-C5-tol (Fig. S2 and S3, ESI†) confirm the presence and nature
of the solvent in the crystals. The solvates tends to convert back to
form I when conserved outside of the mother liqueur and this
process is slower for p-xylene compared to toluene. The different
stability of the PDI-C5-pXy and PDI-C5-tol can be due to their
respective entropy penalty for solvate formation (estimated
0.8 kJ mol�1 for p-xylene and 4.5 kJ mol�1 for toluene at 300 K).
In case of toluene, a higher enthalpy gain is needed to compen-
sate its large entropy penalty for inclusion in the crystal, increas-
ing the instability of the solvate.38

Crystal structure of PDI-C5 form II

The crystal structure of PDI-C5 form II (Fig. 1e and f) was solved
from synchrotron powder XRD data at 131 1C and is triclinic,
space group P%1, with half molecule in the asymmetric unit
(Z = 1; Z0 = 0.5). The perylene core of the molecule is planar,
while the alkyl chains are in trans configuration, almost
perpendicular to the perylene plane, with a slightly twisted
conformation. The PDI molecules are arranged one above the
other connected via p–p interactions, forming columns along
the unit cell a-axis. Then, neighbouring columns of PDI mole-
cules are then linked together through p-stacking and weak
C–H� � �O interactions. The crystal structure probably possesses
some degree of disorder in the alkyl chain region which was not
modelled in the structure solution from powder data.

Crystal structure of PDI-C5 form III

As described later, the PDI-C5 form III is obtained at high
temperature; however, during VTXRPD form III did not convert
back to form I upon cooling and thus it was possible to isolate
form III at room temperature and its powder pattern was used for
crystal structure determination. The crystal structure of PDI-C5

form III (Fig. 1g and h) was solved from synchrotron powder XRD
data at 25 1C and is triclinic, space group P%1, with one and a half
molecule in the asymmetric unit (Z = 3; Z0 = 1.5); one molecule lies
in an inversion centre, while the other lies in a general position.
The molecule in the inversion centre is characterized by a planar
perylene core and by alkyl chains in trans configuration; while the
molecule in general position is characterized by a planar perylene
core and by alkyl chains in cis configuration. The molecules are
stacked one above the other connected via p–p interactions,
forming columns along the unit cell b-axis. In the columns, every
two molecules with cis alkyl chains are alternated by a molecule
with trans alkyl chains, whose perylene core is rotated (about 321)
and slightly tilted respect the other two molecules, resulting in
alternation of shifted and criss-crossed p-stacking. The distance
between the perylene core plane of two adjacent molecules with
cis alkyl chains is dp–p = 3.35 Å, while a higher distance of dp–p =
3.54 Å is present between one molecule with cis alkyl chain and
one with trans alkyl chain. This particular arrangement in the
columns result in a slightly lighter red colour compared to other
PDI-C5 crystal forms.

Comparative structure analysis

The PDI-C5 crystal structures were analysed and compared
using the software Mercury39 and CrystalExplorer,40,41 which

are useful tools to explore and get more insight in the crystal
structure and to highlight features, similarities and difference
in the crystal packing. The solvate form was however excluded
from the comparison with CrystalExplorer because the lack of
the solvent in the crystal structure model avoids an accurate
calculation of the interactions.

The crystal structures of PDI-C5 form I, form II, and solvated
forms (Fig. 1) possess several common features. First, all of
them were solved in a triclinic space group (P%1), with half
molecule in the asymmetric unit. In addition, these structures
display the same packing motif: the molecules are arranged in a
mono-dimensional (1D) lamellar packing motif, forming col-
umns along a-axis characterised by strong p–p stacking inter-
actions between the perylene aromatic cores (Fig. 2a). Different
columns are linked to the neighbouring columns through
p-stacking and weak C–H� � �O interactions. The result is a
layered structure in which rigid aromatic core regions alter-
nates with alkyl chain regions (Fig. 2b). All these common
features make these three structures extremely similar, and this
is reflected in their unit cell parameters (Table 1). The differ-
ence between these three structures lies, of course, in the
presence of the solvent channels in case of the solvates, and
in a slightly twisted conformation of the alkyl chains in case of
form II respect to the other forms.

The similarity between form I and form II crystal structures
is maintained in their respective fingerprint plots41 (Fig. 3a and
b), in which the overall shape of the plot formed by the totality
of contacts is preserved, although a bit deformed by the

Fig. 2 Packing motif in PDI-C5 crystal structures: (a) columnar arrange-
ment of p-stacked molecules with the arrow indicating the direction of
p�p stacking interactions (alkyl chains omitted for clarity); (b) lamellar
packing formed by alternated layers of alkyl chains and aromatic cores.

Table 1 Crystal structure parameters of the different PDI-C5 crystal forms

PDI-C5 form I PDI-C5 form II PDI-C5 form III PDI-C5 p-xy

CSD code DICMUX This work This work This work
Spacegroup P%1 P%1 P%1 P%1
a (Å) 4.754(2) 4.846 11.624 4.7198(6)
b (Å) 8.479(4) 8.531 11.617 8.510(1)
c (Å) 16.30(1) 16.702 17.415 18.491(4)
a (1) 86.88(5) 91.59 98.21 97.82(1)
b (1) 83.50(5) 82.31 71.25 90.44(1)
g (1) 83.68(4) 81.49 116.06 96.31(1)
V (Å3) 648.1 676 200 731.2
Z 1 1 3 1
Z0 0.5 0.5 1.5 0.5
T (K) 298 403 298 200
R 6.3 — — 7.7
Rwp — 4.87 3.81 —
Rp — 3.36 2.77 —
Description Single

crystal
Powder Powder Single

crystal
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temperature difference and by the chain conformation; even
the contribution of the separate types of contacts is almost
unvaried. In fingerprint plots, information related to p–p
stacking can be found by considering only C� � �C contacts; in
case of form I and II, this plot reflects again the similarities
between these two polymorphs, where only the centre of the
distribution of contacts (cyano-green coloured region in Fig. 3d
and e) slightly shifted at higher distances for form II, most
likely due to thermal expansion effect. Some other minor
differences derive probably from alkyl chains and peripheric
core carbon atoms. Form I and II crystal structures differ
mainly in the conformation of the alkyl chains, which means
that the first transition with temperature concerns almost only
the alkyl chains.

In contrast, form III is different from the other forms (Fig. 1g
and h). Even though a similar 1D lamellar packing motif is
maintained (Fig. 4b), the molecules are arranged in a different

fashion along the columns: two molecules out of three present
in the cell, are packed together with a small shift to maximize p-
stack interaction, while the third one is rotated by an angle of
about 321 (Fig. 4a) and its perylene core plane is slightly tilted
respect the core plane of the other two molecules. This criss-
cross arrangement in the p-stacked column is uncommon for
PDI substituted only by linear alkyl chain in the imide position,
whereas it is quite common for PDIs substituted in the same
position with bulky groups or aromatic rings close to the planar
core.29,30 In these PDIs, the bulky groups cause a steric hindrance
effect that results in the rotation of neighbouring molecule and
hence of criss-cross p–p stacking. In case of PDI-C5 form III, criss-
cross most likely derives from an increase in the steric hindrance
exhibited by the alkyl chains due to the elevated temperature, at
which the thermal motion of the alkyl chains becomes more
important. Furthermore, two out of three molecules have the alkyl
chains in cis configuration, while the third has the alkyl chains in
trans configuration, in contrast with the only trans configuration
of alkyl chains in the other PDI-C5 crystal forms. Therefore, the
second transition (form II to form III) involves the aromatic cores
and a dramatic rearrangement of the alkyl chains.

Form III features are reflected in its fingerprint plot (Fig. 3c,
f and g), where differences to other forms can be observed
either in the shape of the plot and in the percentage of the
various contact contributions. Nevertheless, in some way
the finger print shape of the total contacts can still remind
the shape of the of the other two forms since the packing
motif is indeed similar. Again, information about p-stacking
can be found in the C� � �C contacts plot (Figure f); here the blue
coloured part is diffused towards higher de and di values,
even the centre of the distribution (cyano-green) is shifted at
higher de and di values. These differences derive most likely
from a higher interplanar distance between the perylene core
planes (dp–p = 3.35–3.54 Å for form III; dp–p = 3.36 Å for form I;
dp–p = 3.39 Å for form II).

The results obtained via CrystalExplorer’s energy framework
tool,42,43 which allows to calculate and visualize the interaction
energies existing between molecules in the crystal packing, are
consistent with the observation discussed previously. In form I,
II and III, the strongest interaction exists along the column of
p-stacked molecules, whereas middle-strength energies can be
found between molecules of neighbouring columns and low
interaction energies between molecules separated by the alkyl
chain region (see ESI†). Form I and II mostly differ for the
strength of the interactions into plays, smaller for form II,
probably due again to thermal expansion effect. At last, the
total energy along the columns in form III has lower strength
(108–111 kJ mol�1) compared to form I (115 kJ mol�1) despite
the temperature of data collection was the same, indicating that
in that direction the crystal packing is less efficient.

Thermal analysis

No melting point is reported for PDI-C5 because it degrades
before melting; thermogravimetric analysis shows that the
material starts to decompose around 400 1C (Fig. S13, ESI†).
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) in the range RT – 280 1C

Fig. 3 Crystal packing analysis of form I, II and III by CrystalExplorer.
(a–c) fingerprint plots of form I, II and III respectively; (d–f) contributions of
C� � �C contacts in the fingerprint plots of form I, II and III respectively;
(g) percentage of the different contact contribution in the plot for the three
PDI-C5 crystal forms.

Fig. 4 Crystal structure of PDI-C5 form III: (a) criss-cross arrangement of
molecules into the p-stacked columns; (b) lamellar packing motif where is
highlighted the alternation of two molecules with a shifted stacking (in red)
and one in criss-cross stacking (blue).
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shows an endothermic transition at 112 1C corresponding to
transition I–II and a second endothermic transition (II–III) at
221 1C (see Table 2 and Fig. S14, S15, ESI†).

The transition I–II is fully reversible and indicates that it is
not possible to isolate the high temperature form II at room
temperature. Upon cooling form III only one exothermic event
is observed, whose DH is smaller compared to the transitions in
heating, which correspond to a partial conversion to form I and
II, as confirmed by Raman spectroscopy.

Hot-Stage Microscopy (HSM) was used for real time observa-
tion of the phase transition. Upon heating crystals of PDI-C5,
the transition I-II expected at around 110 1C was not observed
(see Fig. 5b), while the transition to form III is clearly visible at
230 1C (see Fig. 5c).

Upon cooling, the crystals undergo a rapid solid–solid
transition which is characterized by a clearly visible transition
front that propagates throughout the crystal coupled with a
dramatic shape change that makes the crystals moving on the
stage; such behaviour is typically associated to martensitic-like
transitions exhibiting thermosalient behaviour.44–47 This tran-
sition was attributed to the III - I + II transition as confirmed
by Raman spectroscopy.

In order to investigate the structural changes that occurs
during transitions, variable temperature X-ray powder diffraction
(VTXRPD) experiments were carried out at ALBA Synchrotron.

PDI-C5 VTXRPD. The VTXRPD pattern is shown in Figure.
The identification of the transition I - II was not so straight-
forward from the XRPD because it was hidden by two main

factors: first, this material is characterized by a high thermal
expansion effect which results in a high shift of the peaks in the
XRPD pattern; second, the changes in the X-ray powder pattern
due to transition were almost negligible (see Fig. 6). Aware of
the transition observed in the DSC, we were able to detect XRPD
pattern which clearly presents both forms at 109 1C (see
Fig. S16, ESI†) and we solved the structure of Form II at
130 1C, described in the previous section. Sequential Rietveld
refinement of form I in the range 251–130 1C confirmed that the
transition indeed occurred. As expected, the unit cell expands
by heating and the refinement is stable, and then, when Form II
appears the weighted profile R-factor (Rwp, Fig. 7) increases
considerably.48 Considering that Rietveld refinement refines
both the cell parameter (peaks position) and the degrees of
freedom of the molecule in the crystal structure (peaks intensity)
to fit the experimental pattern, we were surprised that, even
though the refinement was carried out using form I crystal
structure parameters, the Rwp value decreased at high temperature
where only form II exists. The better fitting is possible because the
Rietveld refinement converged form I into form II due to the
extreme similarity of the two structures in both cell parameters
and crystal packing (discussed earlier). The torsional angles of the
alkyl chain of form I are stable until 82 1C when the torsional
angle at the end of the chain changes its values although the
transition is not occurred yet (see Fig. S19 and S20, ESI†). The
transition can be classified as type-I diffuse first-order transition49

and the two structures mainly differs on the conformation of the
alkyl chains and a shift of the layers. After the transition into form
II, the torsion angles are stable up to 190 1C when the second solid
transition occurs (see Fig. S22, ESI†).

On the other hand, the transition from form II to form III is
clear: starts above 195 1C and is complete at 225 1C. If the
sample is heated further, it degrades before melting.

Table 2 DSC results in heating and cooling for PDI-C5 using 20 1C min�1

heating rate in the temperature range RT – 280 1C

Cycle Transition T (1C) DH (kJ mol�1)

1st heating I - II 112 2.8
1st cooling II - I 109 �2.8
2nd heating I - II 112 2.1

II - III 221 8.8
2nd cooling III - I + II 162 �1.8

Fig. 5 HSM of PDI-C5 crystals: heating stage (a) Crystals of Form I
showing the (001) crystal face at 25 1C; (b) 130 1C; (c) 260 1C it’s clearly
visible that a transition occurred before this temperature. Cooling stage (d)
81 1C the crystal on the right is transitioning; (e) 45 1C the crystal on the left
is transitioning; (f) 25 1C end of cooling. The red bar indicating the scale
correspond to 100 mm.

Fig. 6 VTXRPD experiment of PDI-C5. Small changes in the pattern can
be observed between 100 and 120 1C where the transition from form I to
form II lies. Drastic changes in the powder pattern can be seen after
200 1C, where form II converts to form III. Intensity is plotted in square root
scale for clearness’s sake.
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Upon cooling form III to room temperature no visible
changes and hence no transition was observed by VTXRPD
(see Fig. S17, ESI†), thus the metastable form III was unexpect-
edly isolated at room temperature. This allowed to solve the
crystal structure of form III from powder at room temperature.
At RT, form III was stable only for about two days, after which
peaks of form I appeared, indicating the formation of a mixture
of these two forms.

Thermal expansion

As before mentioned, severe shift of the diffracted peaks due to
thermal expansion was observed in VTXRPD. After obtaining
the unit cell parameter at variable temperature from Rietveld
refinement over PDI-C5 XRD data, the software PASCal (Principal
Axis Strain Calculations)50 was used to quantify the observed
thermal expansion effect on the different crystal forms.

From variable temperature lattice parameter data as input,
PASCal calculates in linear approximation and returns as
output the principal axis expansivities, the orientation of the
principal axes relative to the crystallographic axes and the
expansivity indicatrix.

Linear coefficients of thermal expansion and corresponding
principal axes determined for PDI-C5 form I are listed in Table 3.

The expansivity indicatrix (Fig. 8) is the visual representation
of the material’s thermal expansivity tensor and is constructed
as a smoothly varying surface centered at the unit-cell origin,
where the distance between the surface and the origin in a
given direction is equal to the magnitude of a (linear thermal
expansion coefficient) in that direction.50

PDI-C5 form I shows a negative thermal expansion (NTE)
along the principal axis X1 which is quite common for organic
structure. Recently van der Lee et al. has shown that about 34%
of organic materials displays this behaviour.31 In PDI-C5 form I,
the increase in temperature probably increases thermal

parameter mainly in the alkyl chains and the observed NTE
most likely arises from steric adjustments that forces the alkyl
chains to rotate to minimize the steric hindrance between
molecules. Similar behavior has been observed before for organic
crystals.51,52

The overall effect is a large thermal expansion aV 4
300 M K�1 (the mean value for volumetric thermal expansion
of organic compounds was estimated as aV = 168.6 M K�1, with a
standard deviation s of 72.5 M K�1),31 which means that in the
range of temperature investigated (35–82 1C) the increase in
volume is about 2%. This large thermal expansion effect is
reflected in the observed shift of the diffracted peaks with
temperature.

Thermal expansion was investigated also for form II (Table 4
and Fig. 9).

Form II exhibit the largest uniaxial NTE along the principal
axis X1: it is almost double the one of form I and four times that

Table 3 Linear thermal expansion coefficients along the corresponding
principal axes and volumetric thermal expansion coefficient calculated
using PASCal for form I in the range of temperature between 35 and 82 1C;
a, b, c are the fractional coordinates for the orientation of the principal axis
respect to the unit cell axes

Axes ai [10�6 K�1] sa [10�6 K�1] a b c

X1 �106 7 �0.6882 0.7088 0.1550
X2 136 3 0.9848 0.1538 0.0807
X3 294 11 �0.4253 �0.6336 0.6463
V 327 8

Fig. 8 Expansivity indicatrix of PDI-C5 form I determined using the
PASCal program, showing the spatial orientation of positive (red) and
negative (blue) thermal expansion.

Fig. 7 Evolution of Rwp obtained by Rietveld refinement performed at
different temperatures. Higher Rwp values indicate higher discrepancies
between experimental and calculated pattern. Rwp is higher in the range
between 88 1C and 120 1C due to the presence of a mixture of Form I and
II, then it goes again below 5% due to the extreme similarity of the two
crystal forms.

Table 4 Linear thermal expansion coefficients along the corresponding
principal axes and volumetric thermal expansion coefficient calculated
using PASCal for form II in the range of temperature between 130 and
190 1C; a, b, c are the fractional coordinates for the orientation of the
principal axis respect to the unit cell axes

Axes ai [10�6 K�1] sa [10�6 K�1] a b c

X1 �219 5 0.8444 �0.4570 �0.2795
X2 205 2 �0.9212 �0.3873 �0.0366
X3 277 3 0.6218 �0.6727 0.4010
V 257 4
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of form III. In fact, NTE as large as form II one (of about
�200 M K�1) is quite rare between organic materials.31 It is
worth noting that the orientation of the principal axis is
different from form I despite the crystal structures are so
similar (Fig. S25, ESI†).

The overall effect is a large thermal expansion aV 4
250 M K�1, which means that in the range of temperature
investigated (130–190 1C) the increase in volume is about 1.6%.

Lastly, thermal expansion of form III was investigated
(Table 5 and Fig. 10).

Again, form III displays an anisotropic thermal expansion
with a NTE along the principal axis X1. The overall effect is a
large thermal expansion aV 4 390 M K�1, the largest observed
between the three forms, which means that in the range of
temperature investigated (40–250 1C) the overall volume
increase is about 8.4% of the initial volume.

Raman spectroscopy

The intramolecular Raman spectrum of PDI-C5 recorded at
room temperature reported in Fig. S26 (ESI†) show the typical
pattern of the alkyl substituted PDIs. The spectrum shows the
peaks in the 1000–1300 cm�1, where the normal modes are
dominated by CH in-plane bendings (rockings). The 1300–
1650 cm�1 section of the spectrum is dominated by the charac-
teristic vibrational modes of the central PDI aromatic core.
These motions are mainly represented by bending/breathing
modes characteristic of the PDIs structure as confirmed from
reported computed spectrum.53 Lastly, the region between
500 and 600 cm�1 shows an isolated peak belonging to the
bending of the lateral alkyl chains which has been reported to
be very sensitive to change in phase with temperature54 as we
will also demonstrate later.

The Raman spectrum in the low frequency range below
150 cm�1 shows the lattice vibrations typical of the crystal
packing and for this representing the fingerprint of each
specific polymorphic form. PDI-C5 form I crystallizes in a
triclinic system with one molecule per unit cell, and for this
symmetry analysis anticipate 3 lattice vibration of Ag symmetry
in the rigid body approximation.55 The reported low frequency
spectrum of PDI-C5 in Fig. S26 (ESI†) show at least four intense
peaks at 27, doublet at 50 and 75 cm�1. Moreover, apart these
four intense peaks, more low intensity vibrational modes are
recognized below 150 cm�1. We observed more vibrational
modes in the lattice phonons region than the expected one by
symmetry analysis and the reason of these mismatch is most
probably due to the presence of low frequency intramolecular
modes. Nevertheless, the low frequency range can still repre-
sent the fingerprint of each specific polymorphic modification.
Indeed, we recorded the variable temperature Raman spectra of
PDI-C5 as reported in Fig. 11 from room temperature to 221 1C.
It is possible to observe two transitions as confirmed by the
DSC (Fig. S15 and Table 2). Increasing the temperature from
room temperature the softening of the low frequency spectrum
of the form I is observed and after the transition to form II the
spectrum without changing the pattern move suddenly to
higher wavenumbers. The lattice phonons pattern of form II
does not change dramatically from the one of form I as this is a
phase transformation that does not involve a big change of the
crystal system. Indeed, form I and II share the same triclinic
structure with one molecule in the unit cell. The main modi-
fication results in the reorganization of the lateral alkyl chain
configuration as demonstrated by X-ray crystal structure
solution of form II.

As this transformation involve a change in the molecular
configuration of the lateral alkyl chain, we monitored the peak
at 544 cm�1 which is assigned to the characteristic alkyl

Fig. 9 Expansivity indicatrix of PDI-C5 form II determined using the
PASCal program, showing the spatial orientation of positive (red) and
negative (blue) thermal expansion.

Table 5 Linear thermal expansion coefficients along the corresponding
principal axes and volumetric thermal expansion coefficient calculated
using PASCal for form III in the range of temperature between 40 and
250 1C; a, b, c are the fractional coordinates for the orientation of the
principal axis respect to the unit cell axes

Axes ai [10-6 K-1] sa [10-6 K-1] a b c

X1 �56.4 0.7 0.9287 0.2936 0.2267
X2 114 2 0.0095 �0.9820 �0.1888
X3 337 1 �0.6804 �0.3895 0.6208
V 395 2

Fig. 10 Expansivity indicatrix of PDI-C5 form III determined using the
PASCal program, showing the spatial orientation of positive (red) and
negative (blue) thermal expansion.
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bending mode. This peak is in a spectral region free from
overlaps and with temperature soften a little bit till 112 1C
where we observe an abrupt shift in frequency in correspondence
of the form I/form II phase transition (Fig. S27, ESI†). Further
increase of the temperature soften and broaden the spectral
features.

Similarly to form I, upon heating form II the Raman
spectrum in the low frequency range shows a slight softening
of the lattice vibrations till the phase transformation at 221 1C
where the low frequency spectrum change displaying a broad
feature around 40 cm�1. During variable temperature Raman,
Form III, obtained above 221 1C, remain stable till 150 1C upon
cooling. The Raman spectra collected at 150 1C correspond to
form III, which has been solved by X-ray in a triclinic P%1
structure with 3 molecule per unit cell. On the basis of
the crystal symmetry and in the rigid body approximation,56

18 lattice modes of symmetry 9Ag + 9Au are predicted by factor
group analysis. The 9Ag of gerade symmetry are Raman active
while the remaining of ungerade symmetry are IR active (6Au)
or optically inactive (3Au) as it belongs to the acoustic modes.
We assume then to observe 9 vibrations in the low-frequency
spectral range for the PDI-C5 form III of Fig. 11. At 150 1C the
bands are too broad and the resolution of the 9 active vibra-
tions can be made only by polarized spectra as reported in
Fig. S28 (ESI†) which have been recorded in crossed and parallel
configuration. The experimental identification of the 9 vibra-
tional modes expected by symmetry analysis are in agreement
with the crystal structure resolved from powder XRD.

Below 150 1C form III transforms into a form which has the
low-frequency spectral pattern of form I or II, but the diagnostic
band of the intramolecular vibration related to the lateral alkyl
chains at 544.3 cm�1 confirm the configuration of the PDI-C5 in
form I. The behaviour observed in variable temperature Raman
is comparable to HSM. It is worth noting that both Raman and
HSM are performed using single crystals of similar size.

The lattice phonons are known to be really sensitive even to
slight change in crystal packing,57–59 but in this case we observe
very similar patterns for all the polymorphs. This could not be

surprising for form I and form II which have the same structure
with a small difference in the later alkyl chain configuration,
instead it is really unexpected the similarity with form III which
has a triclinic structure with 3 molecules per unit cell.

For a clear identification of the different polymorphs by low
frequency Raman spectroscopy we checked the Raman inten-
sity periodicity as a function of the incident polarization angle
of the excitation light in both parallel and crossed polarized
configurations which are reported in Figure. By X-ray we have
the confirm that we are measuring the same (001) crystal face
for all the polymorphs, thus we can exclude the effect of
different crystal face on the periodicity of the Raman intensity.
Each polymorph shows a different parallel and crossed polari-
zation map of the Raman intensity confirming different peri-
odicities. As form I and form II share the same crystal system
with one molecule per unit cell, the differences are mainly
represented by peak intensity periodicity of the peak at 25 cm�1

as highlighted in Fig. 12.

Conclusions

The fascinating thermal behaviour of PDI-C5 was thoroughly
investigated, leading to identification and determination of two
different high temperature polymorphs form II and form III.
The crystal structures of PDI-C5 high temperature polymorphs
form II and form III were determined, together with its p-xylene
(and the isomorphous toluene) solvate. Comparison between
these crystal forms using Mercury and CrystalExplorer high-
lighted the extreme similarity existing between PDI-C5 form I,
form II and p-xy form, which are characterized by a lamellar
mono-dimensional (1D) packing motif dominated by strong
p–p interactions between aromatic cores resulting in a layered
structure in which rigid aromatic core regions alternates with
alkyl chain regions; whereas differences are found in the alkyl
chains regions, such as the chain conformation in case of
form II and the presence of solvent channels for the solvate.

Fig. 12 Raman intensity as a function of the incident polarization light in
parallel and in crossed configurations for the three PDI-C5 polymorphs.
The signal intensity increases from dark to yellow colour.

Fig. 11 Variable temperature low frequency Raman spectra in heating (a)
and in cooling (b) cycles.
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Such investigation pointed out the strong propensity of this PDI
to maintain this crystal packing driven by the p–p interactions;
in fact, only above 220 1C when transition to form III occurs the
p-stacking between molecules changes from shifted to an
alternation of shifted and criss-crossed stacking. Although in
heating the different thermal analysis agree, in cooling, the
thermal behaviour observed with different techniques (DSC,
HSM, VTXRPD and Raman spectroscopy) are not fully consis-
tent, and this seems to be dependent from the crystal size used
in the different techniques: ground powder for DSC and
VTXRPD, and single crystals for HSM and Raman spectroscopy.
Thermal analysis highlighted also the strong thermal expan-
sion of this material, studied with PASCal, which is particularly
strong and anisotropic in form III. We suppose that the thermal
expansion could be responsible of the different thermal beha-
vior observed in the measurements upon cooling form III. In
fact, thermal contraction can induce strains and thus energy
accumulation in the crystal,45 like loading a spring. This energy
accumulated as strain, increases as the temperature is lowered
and could act as a trigger for the transition that occurs in single
crystals as observed in HSM. Whereas, in the ground powder
used for VTXRPD experiments the conversion III - I is not
observed, probably the smaller size of the crystals and the
presence of defects prevent the accumulation of energy neces-
sary for the conversion. However, we cannot exclude that partial
conversion to form I occurs, which was not detectable in XRD,
but instead it was observed in DSC and variable temperature
Raman spectroscopy.

Thermal treatments are common process in fabrication and
optimization of devices, as also reported for this system,36 but
often the effects in the material are not thoroughly investigated,
and the thermal annealing could bring to unexpected and
undesired phase transition that depends not only on tempera-
ture, but also on size and morphology, and affects the final
device performance. A better understanding of the thermal
behaviour is fundamental for an efficient design of devices.

Experimental
Crystallization

PDI-C5 purchased from Aldrich and used without further
purification. Crystals of PDI-C5 were obtained inside a solvo-
thermal reactor, where a supersaturated solution of the PDI was
heated up for one night and then slowly cooled down to room
temperature. Toluene, p-xylene, CHCl3 and CH2Cl2 were used as
solvents and the solutions were heated up to 180 1C in case of
toluene and p-xylene solutions, while CHCl3 and CH2Cl2 were
heated up to 100 1C.

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction

Single crystal data of PDI-C5-pXy were collected on an Oxford
Xcalibur S instrument with MoKa radiation (l = 0.71073 Å) and
graphite monochromator, equipped with a Cryostream800
for temperature control. SHELXT60 was used for structure
solution and SHELXL61,62 for the refinement based on F2.

The non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically, and the
hydrogen atoms were added at calculated positions. It was not
possible to describe the disorder positions of the solvent
molecule therefore PLATON/SQUEEZE63 was used to remove
the electron density of the solvent in the channels. The centre
of gravity of the void is located close to the inversion point and
31 electrons were recovered in the void which suggests a 53%
occupancy of the solvent. The software Mercury was used to
generate the molecular packing representation and for calcula-
tion of the diffraction pattern from the crystal structures.

X-Ray powder diffraction and structure determination

The synchrotron radiation PXRD measurements of PDI-C5 were
performed at the ALBA Synchrotron light facility in Barcelona at
Material Science and Powder Diffraction beamline BL04-MSPD
equipped with the High-throughput Position Sensitive Detector
(PSD) MYTHEN64 and an FMB Oxford hot air blower for
variable temperature measurements. End station with a nom-
inal photon energy of 30 keV. Fine Si NIST standard refinement
returned a wavelength of 0.41235(1) Å and a residual zero error
of 0.008(3) 2y, step size of 0.0041. The measurements were
performed in transmission geometry. The material was loaded
inside a glass capillary with a diameter of 0.5 mm, spun during
measurement, and exposed to X-rays for 10 s for measurements
in continuous heating with 5 1C min�1 heating rate for mea-
surement in continuous during variable temperature experiment.

Synchrotron PXRD data for structure solution of form II and
form III were collected at isothermal conditions, respectively at
130 1C and at 25 1C, with a 30 s X-rays exposition over the range
0.81–151 2y. The data for Form II indexed to a triclinic P%1 cell
(a = 4.846 Å, b = 8.531 Å, c = 16.702 Å, a = 91.571, b = 82.311,
g = 81.491 and V = 676 Å3), were Pawley fitted in Topas-Academic
V5(TOPAS).65 Consideration of the cell volume, molecular
volume, and space group symmetry suggested Z0 = 0.5. The
simulated annealing component of TOPAS was used to opti-
mize the orientation and conformation of a half-molecule
model of PDI-C5 against the diffraction data, with the molecu-
lar center of symmetry anchored on the origin of the unit cell.
The validity of the structure was confirmed by a Rietveld
refinement against data in the range 0.81–151 2y using TOPAS.
The final Rietveld refinement yield an Rwp value of 0.049
(cf. Pawley Rwp of 0.022).

The data for Form III indexed to a triclinic P%1 cell (a = 11.624 Å,
b = 11.617 Å, c = 17.415 Å, a = 98.211, b = 71.251, g = 116.061 and
V = 2001 Å3), were Pawley fitted in TOPAS. Consideration of the
cell volume, molecular volume, and space group symmetry
suggested Z0 = 1.5. The simulated annealing component of
TOPAS was used to optimize the orientation and conformation
of a one and half-molecule model of PDI-C5 against the
diffraction data, with one molecule free and the half molecular
center of symmetry anchored on the origin of the unit cell. The
validity of the structure was confirmed by a Rietveld refinement
against data in the range 0.81–151 2y using TOPAS. The final
Rietveld refinement, yield an Rwp value of 0.038 (cf. Pawley
Rwp of 0.021).

CCDC 2127829–2127831.
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Raman spectroscopy

Raman measurements were performed with a custom-built
system based on a 1000 mm focal length Horiba FHR-1000
dispersive spectrometer. Ultra-low frequency (ULF) range was
reached by using in the optical setup Notch filters from ONDAX
allowing the access till the THz region (410 cm�1). Excitation
was provided from a Toptica diode laser tuned at 785 nm with a
nominal power of 500 mW and the broad spectrum of sponta-
neous emission was suppressed by 4 sequential ASE-filters.
Neutral optical density filters were used to reduce the imping-
ing power at less than 1 mW to avoid sample damage and to
minimize the two photons absorption process and the conse-
quent photoluminescence. The laser was focused on the
sample by an optical microscope Zeiss Axio equipped with a
50� objective which allow a nominal spatial resolution of about
2 microns. The combination of the 785 nm excitation line, the
use of a holographic grating with 600 g mm�1 coupled with a
1024 � 256 pixels CCD detector gave a maximum spectral
resolution of E2 cm�1.

Variable temperature Raman spectra were collected by
THMS600 Linkam stage, controlled by LINK software, between
room temperature and 230 1C in atmospheric conditions
heating and cooling with a 2 1C min�1 rate.

The Raman polarization dependence of the single crystals
at the different temperatures were measured in parallel and
perpendicular configurations with steps of 101. To control the
polarization of the incident and scattered light, half-wave plates
and a polarizer–analyzer combination was used as described in
the ref. 66 and 67.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

TGA measurements were performed using a PerkinElmer TGA7
in the temperature range 35–550 1C under N2 gas flow and
heating was carried out at 20 1C min�1.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

The analyses were performed with an instrument PerkinElmer
PyrisDiamond DSC-7 equipped with a PII intracooler, in N2

atmosphere and a scanning speed of 20 1C min�1.

Hot-stage microscopy (HSM)

The HSM analyses were performed using an OLYMPUS BX41
microscope equipped with a VISICAM 5.0 and a NIKON DS FI3
camera. A Linkam TMS-94 stage was used for the temperature
control. The images were taken under polarized light to high-
light modifications in the crystals due to solid state transition,
with a 40� magnification.

Solubility

Solubility of PDI-C5 in used solvents was estimated from
absorption spectra of a saturated solution. Absorption spectra
in the 190–1100 nm range were recorded at room temperature
in solutions contained in quartz cuvettes (optical pathlength
1 cm, Hellmas) by using a PerkinElmer l40 spectrophotometer.

NMR spectroscopy

NMR spectra were measured with a NMR Varian MR400, using
a 400 MHz on the proton channel, equipped with ATB PFG
probe. The spectra were collected in deuterated chloroform
at 251.
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